

Jomro -Textiltechnik GmbH
The complete programme for the textile range from

9911 State of the art textile spot cleaning spraygun “Tex-3".
Spotcleaning in the shortest period of time. Save time, material and
money with this effective new textile spotcleaning gun Tex3. Spots can
be removed easily from wool, silk or poly-fabrics within seconds. The
main benefit of this gun is, that the pressure and the nozzle is adjustable.
With the included varia nozzle you can even treat even sensitive fabrics.
The gun features an integrated hanger for work-breaks. Additional accessory is avaiable.
The Tex 3 is also avaiable with an “Ex” protected switch for working under
conditions with special requirements.
Technical datas:

9911

Power:220/230 V, 50 hz.
Max.Flow rate:140 g/min
Rating:40 W
Cable length:2,5 m
Weight:1,2 kg
Pump:easily removable
Pumpcylinder:special bronze
Piston:4 mm
9912 Spot Cleaning System TEX-12 I, with compressed air, for multilayer
fabrics and upolstery.
How to remove a spot:
1. Use the mist spray to gently spray on the spot from outside to inside
(turn nozzle handle to left side-switch on).
2. Increase pressure of jet and flush spot out with pulsation jet (apply as
few solvent as possible and do not use a very sharp jet).
3. Dry wet solvent spot with the drying device by putting the injection
drying nozzle top on the fabric and slowly moving it in one direction. Work
from one side to the other side.
Technical data:

9912

9887
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-Tension 230 V/50 Hz.
-Rated power 40W
-Delivery rate max. 140 g/min
-Piston diameter 4 mm
-Pump cylinder chrom plated steel
-container volume 550 ml
-varia nozzle with ruby diamond insert
-Bent nozzle extension 45 º
-Injection drying nozzle
-Compressed air control unit (lateral/wall mounting)
-Suction feed extension with back-flow valve 1,8 m
-Compressed air connector, oilfree 4-6 bar/600 l/min
-Adjustable compressed air pressure
-Exhaust hose length 3 m
-Cable length 1,80 m
-Operation manual
9887 Suspension device, for cleaning guns No. 9414, 9880 and 9895,
suitable as well for similar devices. This suspension device offers an
enormous facilitation using the cleaning guns and prevents tiredness.
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Jomro -Textiltechnik GmbH
Actual textile range: naturally from

the

partner of the textile industry
Proved exhausting devices
Transportable, of high suction efficiency, sucks off the volatile vapours of
the stain removing liquid and serves for a quick drying of the goods (no
formation of edges) with 2 m metal air hose, and with cable and plug.

Art.-No.

9393

9394

9393

Tube
Funnel
220/380V
220V
9m3/min.

Table 1
Dark files = equipment
9394

Additional parts available:
9408/1 Clutch to join the additional hose to the metal air hose ordinarily
supplied.
9408/3 Flexible metal air hose additionally, in pieces of 2 m, 80 mm dia.,
for devices with abt. 9 m³/min suction efficiency.
9411 Suction tube chrome-plated, 400 mm long, 80 mm dia., with sifter
of refined steel.
9412 Suction funnel of light metal, 220 mm dia., with sifter of refined steel.

7641 Textile cleaning station with integrated suction device and liquid
separator.
Simple suction removal of spray mist by means of adjustable transparent
separator. Easy diversion into a canister for disposal. The textile cleaning
station also contains a swivel foam tray and a height-adjustable mounting
device for the gun.
The dimensions of the cleaning station are:
approx. 130 cm high
approx. 70 cm broad
approx. 110 cm long
Voltage; 220/380 V/50 hz

7641

The cleaning and blowing gun shown is not included. Please order
separately.
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Jomro -Textiltechnik GmbH
7642 Liquid separator available separately for retrofitting to our suction
device.
Complete with transparent suction hood, 60 cm suction hose (50 mm
diameter), two 1 m hoses (diameter 20 mm) to divert liquid into container,
approx. 25 l canister, heightadjustable gun mounted.

We respect the environment,
all textile cleaning means, fulfil the
latest EC-standards!

7642

HERKOPUR aromatic-free, mild-smelling cleanser with short drying time,
no need for explosion-proofing measures.
9067/1 à 1 litre can
9067/2 à 5 litre can
9067/3 à 22 litre can
9067/4 à 200 litre one-way-barrel

9067/9060q

Frillo-Plus 10100, textile cleaning means, biodegradable, containing no

CFCs etc., high cleaning capacity, no edge marks in drying. Waterproofing in textiles is protectecd. JOMRIT is not toxical, irritating to the skin
or dangerous to health. The drying process can be accelerated by
blowing with compressed air.
9060/1 Canister per 1 litres
9060/2 Canister per 5 litres
9060/3 Canister per 20 litres
9060/4 One-Way-Barrel per 200 litres

Special means for stain removing No. 9051 in plastic bottles of each 500
9052

More useful
assistants

ccm.

Art.-No.

Description

Against

9052/1

DetaFix™ Blotol

blood- and egg white stains

9052/2

DetaFix™ Tanol

coffee-, tea-, cola- and fruit stains

9052/3

DetaFix™ Color

lacquer paint-, greece- and biro stains

9052/4

DetaFix™ Tintol

ink-, pen- and copy pen stains

9052/5

DetaFix™ Rostol

rust stains and metal remaining stains

Table 2

9169 Pouring device with screw cap, 46 mm fill-in-hole, for 1.5 1 cans.
9169
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